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And to me, the only cardinal sin you can make as a creator on the internet is to be boring. Because haters will
never get anywhere or make anything of their lives. I will attempt to psycho-analyze the mind of a hater, why
haters hate, and how we can respond to haters. Unfortunately we often overvalue the words of haters. Negative
people will always exist, whether in high school, the office or at your favorite dive bar. As long as you are
doing what you love, being true to yourself, and following your heart, that's all that matters. Chances are
you're going to get rejected at some point in life, but it's nothing to be discouraged about. There will be always
someone who is against you, someone who likes to spread negativity for no particular reason. Thank you for
making me into a stronger person. Haters are just directing their own unhappiness onto others. But I realized
that instead of getting down about myself because of what one person thought, I needed to take some advice
from my girl Tswift: shake it off. Thank you for being my biggest fans. If you have no haters in life, it
probably means you live a very boring or uneventful life. Or you can do me a favor and remind me of what I
wrote here. The best revenge is to continue living and to prove yourself. When this person turns on you, it can
bring out some heavy emotions. It is not too late to turn around and become a better person. Hating on others
might give you joy in the short term, but rarely works out in the long term. You can call me a hypocrite.
Generally an extreme person. There was a time where I would have received her comments and shut down,
stopped writing all together, and thought I was a total failure, but not anymore. Obviously to receive a good
grade I must comply with her suggestions, which annoys me to no end. I know that it's my professors job to
give feedback and she openly admitted her comments were going to be harsh and she was not going to pat us
on the back. I will do my best to prove them wrong all day. I would like to hope everyone grew up with the
same heart as I did. If someone is not going to be friends with me or hire me because they don't appreciate me
or what I'm doing then so what, I'll find people who do. I recently submitted a rough draft to one of my
professors and her correction comments were longer than the essay itself. You have taught me that if I expect
everyone to be as good of a person as myself, I will never grow up. Of course not. Growing up is accepting
that, you are in charge of your own happiness. The time spent focusing on me, talking about me, and painting
the worst picture of me in your head and to others is precious time that you could have spent working on
yourself. They make you reevaluate yourself. The more you impact, the more will be pissed off. I refuse to
acknowledge your existence because you are not worthy of my time and respect. Instead, I wish to express my
gratitude towards you. The help of even the most skilled professionals cannot even get rid of it. Often times,
the greatest downfalls and defeats in our lives are a matter of wrecked hopes. You feel the need to prove them
wrong. Without knowing it, you have helped me grow into a woman of many admirable traits. So, instead of
wallowing in torment and hurt regarding someone else's words, use the energy to motivate yourself. We
humans have this tendency to remember negative criticism much more vividly than praise. In my eyes,
jealousy is the worst disease known to mankind because the infection and cure can only occur within yourself.


